Abstract-We consider the problem of vehicle routing for Autonomous Mobility-on-Demand (AMoD) systems, wherein a fleet of self-driving vehicles provides on-demand mobility in a given environment. Specifically, the task it to compute routes for the vehicles (both customer-carrying and empty travelling) so that travel demand is fulfilled and operational cost is minimized. The routing process must account for congestion effects affecting travel times, as modeled via a volume-delay function (VDF). Route planning with VDF constraints is notoriously challenging, as such constraints compound the combinatorial complexity of the routing optimization process. Thus, current solutions for AMoD routing resort to relaxations of the congestion constraints, thereby trading optimality with computational efficiency. In this paper, we present the first computationally-efficient approach for AMoD routing where VDF constraints are explicitly accounted for. We demonstrate that our approach is faster by at least one order of magnitude with respect to the state of the art, while providing higher quality solutions. From a methodological standpoint, the key technical insight is to establish a mathematical reduction of the AMoD routing problem to the classical traffic assignment problem (a related vehicle-routing problem where empty traveling vehicles are not present). Such a reduction allows us to extend powerful algorithmic tools for traffic assignment, which combine the classic Frank-Wolfe algorithm with modern techniques for pathfinding, to the AMoD routing problem. We provide strong theoretical guarantees for our approach in terms of near-optimality of the returned solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobility in urban environments is becoming a major issue on the global scale [22] . The main reasons are an increasing population with higher mobility demands and a slowly adapting infrastructure [1] , resulting in serious congestion problems. In addition, the usage of public transit is dropping, whilst mobility-on-demand operators such as Uber and Lyft are increasing their operation on urban roads, increasing further congestion [7, 25, 41] . For instance, the yearly cost of congestion in the US has doubled between 2007 and 2013 [37, 49] , and in Manhattan cars are traveling about 15% slower compared to five years ago [17] .
Space limitations and a largely fixed infrastructure make congestion an issue difficult to address in urban environments. While existing public transportation systems need to be extended to ease congestion, it is important to adopt technological innovations improving the efficiency of urban transit. The advent of cyber-physical technologies such as autonomous driving and wireless communications will enable the deployment of Autonomous Mobility-on-Demand (AMOD) systems, i.e., fleets of self-driving cars providing on-demand mobility in a one-way vehicle-sharing fashion (see Fig. 1 ). Specifically, such a system is designed to carry passengers from their origins to their destinations, potentially in an intermodal fashion (i.e., utilizing several modes of transportation), and to assign empty vehicles to new requests. The main advantage of AMOD systems is that they can be controlled by a central operator simultaneously computing routes for customer-carrying vehicles and rebalancing routes for empty vehicles, thus enabling a system-optimal operation of this transportation system. This way, AMOD systems could replace current taxi and ride-hailing services and reduce the global cost of travel [44] .
Conversely to conventional navigation providers computing the fastest route by passively considering congestion in an exogenous manner, AMOD systems controlled by a central operator enable one to consider the endogenous impact of the single vehicles' routes on road traffic and travel time, and can thus be operated in a congestion-aware fashion.
Statement of contributions:
We introduce a computationallyefficient approach for congestion-aware AMOD routing to minimize the system cost-the total cost of executing the routing scheme over all the vehicles in the system. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first method that takes into consideration the full representation of the volume-delay function that estimates the travel time based on the amount of traffic. Moreover, we demonstrate that our approach is faster by at least one order of magnitude than previous work (see Section II) for congestion-aware AMOD, while being more accurate in terms of congestion estimation.
On the algorithmic side, we develop a reduction which transforms the AMOD routing problem into a Traffic Assignment Problem (TAP), where the latter does not involve rebalancing of empty vehicles. We then prove mathematically that an optimal solution for the latter TAP instance yields a solution to our original AMOD problem with the following properties: (i) The majority (e.g., 99% in our experiments) of rebalancing demands are fulfilled and (ii) the system cost of the solution is upper bounded by the system optimum where 100% of the rebalancing demands are fulfilled. (We note that, in practice, the unfulfilled rebalancing demand, being just a small fraction -say, < 1% -can be addressed via postprocessing heuristic strategies with minimal impact on cost.) Such a reformulation of the AMOD problem allows us to leverage state-of-the-art techniques for TAP, that can efficiently compute a congestion-aware system optimum. In particular, we employ the classic Frank-Wolfe algorithm [13, 27] , which is paired with modern shortest-path techniques, such as contraction hierarchies [14] (both of which are implemented in recent open-source libraries [8, 12] ). This allows us to compute in a few seconds (on a commodity laptop) AMOD routing schemes for a realistic test case over Manhattan, New York, consisting of 156,000 passenger travel requests.
Organization: The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II we provide a review of related work. In Section III we formally define the instances of TAP and AMOD we are concerned with in this work. There we also discuss the assumptions of our model and possible limitations. In Section IV we provide a description of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm for TAP. Our main theoretical contribution is given in Section V, where we describe our approach for AMOD by casting it into TAP, and develop its mathematical properties.
In Section VI we demonstrate the power of our approach and test its scalability on realistic inputs. We conclude the paper with a discussion and future work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
There exist several approaches to study AMOD systems, spanning from simulation models [16, 21, 23] and queuingtheoretical models [53, 18] to network-flow models [29, 34, 44] . On the algorithmic side, the control of AMOD systems has been mostly based on network flow models employed in a receding-horizon fashion [19, 45, 46] , and thresholded approximations of congestion effects [34] , also accounting for the interaction with public transit [35] and the powergrid [33] . In such a framework, cars can travel through a road at free-flow speed until a fixed capacity of the road is reached. At that point, no more cars can traverse it. Such models result in optimization problems solvable with offthe-shelf linear-programming solvers-making them very well suitable for control purposes-but lacking accuracy when accounting for congestion phenomena, which are usually described with volume-delay functions providing a relationship between traffic flow and travel time. In particular, the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) developed the most commonly used volume-delay function [9] , which has been applied to problems ranging from dynamic estimation of congestion [31] to route planning in agent-based models [5, 24] . Against this backdrop, a piecewise-affine approximation of the BPR function is presented in [36] and combined with convex relaxation techniques to devise a congestion-aware routing scheme for AMOD systems resulting in a quadratic program. Nevertheless, in large urban environments with several thousand transportation requests such approaches usually lead to computational times of the order of minutes, possibly rendering them less suitable for real-time control purposes.
Mathematically, AMOD can be viewed as an extension of TAP, where the latter ignores the cost and impact of rebalancing empty vehicles. Historically, TAP was introduced to model and quantify the impact of independent route choices of human drivers on themselves, and the system as a whole (see [27, 39] ). Algorithmic approaches for TAP typically assume a static setting in which travel patterns do not change with time, allowing to cast the problem into a multi-commodity minimum-cost flow [3] , which can then be formulated as a convex programming problem. One of the most popular tools for convex programming in the context of TAP is the Frank-Wolfe algorithm [13] . What makes this algorithm particularly suitable for solving TAP is that its directionfinding step corresponds to multiple shortest-path queries (we expand on this point in Section IV). Recent advances in pathfinding tailored for transportation networks [6] , including contraction hierarchies [12, 14] , have made the Frank-Wolfe approach remarkably powerful. In particular, a recent work [8] introduced a number of improvements for pathfinding, and combines those with the Frank-Wolfe method. Notably, the authors present experimental results for TAP, where their approach computes within seconds a routing scheme for up to 3 million requests over a network of a large metropolitan area. Nevertheless, such an approach is not directly applicable to AMOD problems as it would not account for the rebalancing of empty vechicles.
Finally, we mention that AMOD is closely related to MultiRobot Motion Planning (MRMP), which consists of computing collision-free paths for a group of physical robots, moving them from the initial set of positions to their destination. MRMP has been studied for the setting of discrete [38, 50, 52] and continuous [11, 40, 42] domains, respectively. The unlabeled variant of MRMP [2, 43, 47, 48, 51] , which involves also target assignment, is reminiscent of the rebalancing empty vehicles in AMOD, as such vehicles do not have a priori assigned destinations.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we provide a formal definition of TAP and AMOD, as our work will exploit the tight mathematical relation between these two problems.
The basic ingredient in our study is the road network, which is modeled as a directed graph G = (V, E): Each vertex v ∈ V represents either a physical road intersection or points of interest on the road. Each edge (i, j) ∈ E represents a road segment connecting two vertices i, j ∈ V . To model the travel times along the network, every edge (i, j) ∈ E is associated with a cost function c ij : R + → R + , which represents the travel time along the edge as a function of flow (i.e., traffic) along the edge, denoted by x ij 0. In order to accurately capture the cost, every edge (i, j) has two additional attributes: the capacity of the edge κ ij > 0, which can be viewed as the amount of flow beyond which the travel time will increase rapidly, and the free-flow travel time φ ij > 0, i.e., the nominal travel time when x ij = 0. We mention that those attributes are standard when modeling traffic (see, e.g., [27] ). The timeinvariant nature of this model captures the average value of the flows for a certain time period.
To compute c ij we use the BPR function [9] , which is often employed in practice. It is noteworthy that our approach presented below can be modified to work with other functions such as the modified Davidson cost [4] . Specifically, we define the cost function as
where typically α = 0.15 and β = 4. Travel demand is represented by passenger requests
, where λ m > 0 represents the amount of customers willing to travel from the origin node o m ∈ V to the destination node d m ∈ V per time unit.
A. Traffic Assignment
Here we provide a mathematical formulation of traffic assignment. We denote by x ijm ∈ R + the flow induced by request m ∈ M on edge (i, j) ∈ E. We introduce the following constraint which ensures that the amount of flow associated with each request is maintained when a flow enters and leaves a given vertex. The amount of flow corresponding to the request m ∈ M , leaving o m and entering d m must match the demand flow λ m as
where
and
:= {j|(j, i) ∈ E}, denote heads and tails of edges leaving and entering i ∈ V , respectively. We also impose non-negative flows as
The objective of TAP is specified in the following definition. Informally, the goal is to minimize the total travel time experienced by the users in the system, that is the sum of travel times for each individual request m. Definition 1. The traffic-assignment problem (TAP) consists of minimizing the expression (2), (3) where
B. Autonomous Mobility-on-Demand
In an AMOD system, the formulation of TAP captures only partially the cost of operating the full system. In particular, vehicles need to perform two types of tasks: (i) occupied vehicles drive passengers from their origins to their destinations; (ii) after dropping passengers off at their destination, empty vehicles need to drive to the next origin nodes, where passengers will be picked up. Indeed, the formulation of TAP above only captures the cost associated with (i), but not (ii). Another crucial difference between TAP and AMOD, which makes the latter significantly more challenging, is the fact that the travel destinations of empty vehicles are not given a priori and should be computed by the algorithm. Thus, we extend the model to include also rebalancing empty vehicles and define x ijr as the rebalancing flow of empty vehicles over (i, j) ∈ E. We force empty vehicles to be rebalanced from destination nodes to origin nodes as
where 1{·} is a boolean indicator function. Observe that nodes with more arriving than departing passengers do not require rebalancing. We use R := i∈V 1{r i > 0}r i to denote the total number of rebalancing requests and enforce nonnegativity of rebalancing flows as
Definition 2. The autonomous-mobility-on-demand problem (AMOD) consists of minimizing the expression F E (x), subject to (1), (2), (4), (5), wherex := {x ij := x ij + x ijr } (i,j)∈E .
C. Discussion
A few comments are in order. First, we make the assumption that mobility requests do not change in time. This assumption is justified in cities where transportation requests change slowly with respect to the average travel time [26] . Second, the model describes vehicle routes as fractional flows and it does not account for the stochastic nature of the trip requests and exogenous traffic. Given the mesoscopic perspective of our study, such an approximation is in order. Moreover, given the computational effectiveness of the approach, our algorithm is readily implementable in real-time in a receding horizon fashion, whereby randomized sampling algorithms can be adopted to compute integer-valued solutions with near-optimality guarantees [32] . Third, we assume exogenous traffic to follow habitual routes and neglect the impact of our decisions on the traffic base load, leaving the inclusion of reactive flow patterns to future work. Fourth, we model the impact of road traffic on travel time with the BPR function [9] , which is well established and, despite it does not account for microscopic traffic phenomena such as traffic lights, serves the purpose of route-planning on the mesoscopic level. Finally, we constrain the capacity of the vehicles to one single customer, which is in line with current trends, and leave the extension to ride-sharing to future research [10, 46] .
IV. CONVEX OPTIMIZATION FOR TAP
In this section we describe the Frank-Wolfe method for convex optimization, which will later be used for solving AMOD. First, we have the following statement concerning the convexity of TAP.
Claim 1 (Convexity). TAP (Definition 1) is a convex problem.
Proof: Given a specific edge (i, j) ∈ E, observe that the derivative of the expression x ij c ij (x ij ) is strictly increasing, which implies that it is convex. As the expression F E (x) consists of a sum of convex functions, it is convex as well.
A. The Frank-Wolfe Algorithm
Due to the convexity of the problems introduced, we can leverage convex optimization to solve TAP, and consequently AMOD, as we will see later on. Specifically, we use the FrankWolfe algorithm (FRANKWOLFE), which is well suited to our setting and has achieved impressive practical results for largescale instances of TAP in a recent work [8] .
Before introducing FRANKWOLFE, it should be noted that it is typically employed to minimize the user-equilibrium cost function captured bȳ
for somec ij : R + → R + , whereas we are interested in computing the system optimum corresponding to the minimum of
, using c ij as defined in the previous section. However, we can enforce the userequilibrium reached by selfish agents to correspond to the system optimum by using the marginal costs
which quantifies the sensitivity of the total cost with respect of small changes in flows. Specifically, to compute the system optimum, we only need to apply FRANKWOLFE to minimizē
). (See more information on this transformation in [27] .) The algorithm below will be presented with respect toF E . The following pseudo-code (Algorithm 1) presents a simplified version of FRANKWOLFE, which is based on [27, Chapter 4.1]. The algorithm begins with an initial solution x 0 , which satisfies (1), (2) . To obtain x 0 , one can, for instance, assign each request (λ m , o m , d m ) to the shortest route over the trafficfree graph G, while ignoring the flows of the other users.
while stopping criterion not reached do 3:
4:
5:
In each iteration k of the algorithm, the following steps are performed. In line 3 a value of y k minimizing the expression
, which satisfies (1), (2), is obtained. It should be noted that this corresponds to solving a linear program with respect to y k , due to the fact that x k is already known, and one is working with the gradient ofF E rather than the function itself. We will say a few more words about this computation below. In line 4 a scalar
is minimized, which corresponds to solving a single-variable optimization problem, which can be done efficiently. At the end of the iteration in line 5 the solution is updated to be a linear interpolation between x k and y k − x k . The last value of x k computed before the stopping criteria has been reached, is returned in the end. Due to the convexity of the problem, it is guaranteed that as k → ∞, x k converges to the optimal solution of TAP.
B. All-or-nothing Assignment
What makes FRANKWOLFE particularly suitable for solving TAP is the special structure of the task of computing y k which minimizesF ) is independent of the traffic passing through it, and is equal to (∇F E (x k )) ij . This operation is known as All-or-Nothing assignment, due to the fact that each request is assigned to one specific route. Its pseudo code is given below (Algorithm 2). The SHORTESTPATH routine returns a vector y 
In this section we establish an equivalence between TAP and AMOD. In particular, we show that a given AMOD problem can be transformed into a TAP, such that a solution to the latter, which is obtained by FRANKWOLFE, yields a solution to the former.
The crucial difference between the two problems is that in TAP every vehicle has a specific origin and destination vertex, whereas in AMOD this is not the case. In particular, while in AMOD empty rebalancers originate in specific destination vertices of user requests, the destinations of these rebalancers can in theory be any of the origin vertices. However, we show that this gap can be bridged by supplementing the original graph G with an additional "dummy" vertex, and connecting to it edges emanating from all the vertices that need to be rebalanced. We then set the costs of the edges to guarantee an almost complete rebalancing, i.e., only a small fraction of the rebalancing requests will not be fulfilled. In the remainder of this section we provide a detailed description of the approach and proceed to analyze its theoretical guarantees. A simple example for the construction. The graph G consists of the vertices 1 to 5 and the (black) edges between them. The demand for G is OD = { (2, 1, 2), (1, 2, 4), (1, 3, 4), (2, 4, 1), (2, 4, 2 (3, 2, 6 ). Observe that its intensity corresponds to the total excess in vertices 3, 4.
A. The construction
We formally describe the structure of this new graph G = (V , E ), where V = V ∪ {n}, and
Recall that r i < 0 indicates that there are fewer user requests arriving to i ∈ V than there are departing from the vertex, which implies that rebalancers should be sent to this vertex. The vertex n ∈ V is new and will serve as dummy target vertex for all the rebalancers. See example in Figure 2 .
To ensure that a sufficient number of rebalancers will arrive at each vertex that needs to be rebalanced, we assign to every edge (i, n) the cost c in (x in ) = BPR(x in , κ in , φ in ), where κ in = −r i , and φ in = L, where L is a large constant whose value will be determined later on.
The final ingredient in transforming AMOD to TAP is providing excess vehicles with specific origins and destinations. Given the original set of requests OD, for every i ∈ V such that r i > 0 we add the request (r i , o i , n), where r i is its intensity. This yields the extended requests set OD .
As each free or occupied vehicle has a specific destination, we can think of the AMOD problem as a new TAP problem over the graph G and the extended set of requests OD . As rebalancers are no longer needed to be considered separately from the users, we may redefine x ij to be the total flow along an edge (i, j) ∈ E , including users and rebalancers. DenoteĒ := E \ E. The cost function for the corresponding TAP is F E (x) = F E (x) + FĒ(x), where
We show in the remainder of this section that after choosing L correctly, then x * , which minimizes the system optimum F E (x * ) under the constraints (1), (2) , with respect to G , OD , represents a high-quality solution to the AMOD problem, in which the majority of rebalancing requests are fulfilled. It is worth clarifying that the cost of the obtained flow is represented by F E (x).
B. Analysis
First, we note that the new objective function F E remains convex owing to the fact that for every new dummy edge its cost function is monotone and increasing with respect to its flow (see Claim 1). Given a vector assignment x for TAP over G , it will be useful to split it into variables x E corresponding to the edges E, and variables xĒ corresponding toĒ.
The motivation for setting the specific capacity value κ in to edge (i, n) ∈Ē is given in the following lemma. Recall that R := i∈V 1{r i > 0}r i .
Lemma 1 (Optimal assignment for dummy edges). Let x * minimize FĒ(x * ), under the constraint that (i,n)∈Ē x * in = R. Then x * E = κ, where κ = κ in (i, n) ∈Ē .
Proof: Note that FĒ(xĒ) is convex, and feasible for the constraint xin∈xĒ x in = R. Thus, it has a unique minimum. To find it, we shall use Lagrange multipliers.
Let g(x) := m j=1 x j and define the Lagrangian
The constraint
which is then plugged into ∂ ∂λ L = 0, where we use the fact that j=1 κ j = R, to yield λ = 6L. We then substitute λ to yield x j = κ j , which concludes the proof.
We arrive at the main theoretical contribution of the paper, which states that L can be tuned to obtain a solution where the fraction of unfulfilled rebalancing requests δ > 0 is as small as desired. Notice that for a given solution x, the expression
represents the fraction of unfulfilled requests.
Theorem 1 (Bounded fraction of unfulfilled requests)
. Let x * := argmin x F E (x) subject to (1), (2) . For every δ ∈ (0, 1]
Proof: Let x 0 be an assignment satisfying (1), (2) such that x 0 E = κ, which minimizes the expression F E (x 0 ). That is, x 0 minimizes F E over all x which fully satisfies the rebalancing constraints. (Observe that such x 0 represents the optimal solution of the original AMOD problem.) If x 0 turns out to yield the minimum of F E (x) without conditioning on x 0 E = κ then the result follows. Thus, we assume otherwise. Fix δ ∈ (0, 1] and let x δ represent any assignment,
satisfying (1), (2), and for which it holds that
. This implies that using such L we are guaranteed that if a solution returned by FRANKWOLFE will have at most δ unfulfilled request. This is equivalent to requiring that
Notice that by Lemma 1, it holds that FĒ(x δ ) − FĒ(x 0 ) > 0. Recovering a precise upper bound for the expression
, which depends on δ, is quite difficult. We therefore resort to a crude (over-)estimation of it, which is the value F E (x 0 ). Thus, we wish to find L such that
δĒ . For every such x in the following holds:
where the inequality follows from Bernoulli's inequality. Also, note that c in (κ in ) = L · 1.15. Thus,
where the second to last inequality is due to Cauchy-Schwarz, and is the number of dummy edges. Thus, we have just shown that for any
, which implies that any value x * satisfying the constraints (1), (2) and minimizing F E (x), also guarantees that
δ.
We will consider the practical aspects of computing a proper L in Section VI. The next corollary is the final piece of the puzzle. It proves that when using a proper L, not only that δ is bounded, but also the value F E (x * ) is at most F E (x 0 ).
Corollary 1 (Bounded cost of routing). Fix
, where x * = argmin x F E (x) under constraints (1), (2) .
Proof: Let x * , x 0 be as defined in the previous proof. It is clear that x * satisfies (i). Now, observe that by definition
, and by Lemma 1, FĒ(x 0 ) < FĒ(x * ). Then the following derivation proves (ii):
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we use experimental results to demonstrate the power of our approach for AMOD routing via a reduction to TAP (Section V) on a real-world case study. In the first set of experiments in Section VI-C we validate experimentally the theory developed in Section V-B. In summary, we observe that the approach yields near-optimal solutions within a few seconds, where most (more than 99%) of the rebalancing requests are fulfilled, when L is properly tuned. We then test the scalability of the approach on scenarios involving as much as 600k user requests, where we observe that running times and convergence rates scale only linearly with the size of input. In the final set of experiments we demonstrate the benefit of the approach over previous methods.
A. Implementation Details
All results were obtained using a commodity laptop equipped with 2.80GHz × 4 core i7-7600U CPU, and 16GB of RAM, running 64bit Ubuntu 18.04 OS. The C++ implementation of the FRANKWOLFE algorithm is adapted (with merely minor changes) from the routing-framework, which was developed for [8] . For shortest-path computation in the AL-LORNOTHING routine, we use contraction hierarchies [14] , which are embedded in the routing-framework, and are in turn based upon the code in the RoutingKit (see [12] ). Running times reported below are for a 4-core parallelization.
In our experiment we observed that in some situations, the first few iterations of FRANKWOLFE route most of the rebalancers to a select set of dummy edges, so that the actual flow is far larger than the capacity. This leads to numeric overflows when working with the standard C++ double and to failure of the program. We mention that this phenomenon was not observed for the modified Davidson cost function [4] , linearized at 95% of the capacity, which has a more gentle gradient. To alleviate the problem when working with BPR, one can resort to using long double or linearize the value of the function after a certain threshold is reached. We chose the latter, by linearizing at 500% of the capacity. We emphasize that this does not affect the final outcome of the algorithm.
Finally, we mention that we experimented with a few cost functions (including linear, and modified Davidson) for the dummy edges, until we settled on BPR, which yields the best convergence rates.
B. Data
Similarly to [36] , our experiments are conducted over Manhattan in New York City, where the OD-pairs are inferred from taxi rides that occurred during the morning peak hour on March 1st, 2012. As in [36] , we assume to centrally control all ride-hailing vehicles in Manhattan, and accordingly scale taxi rides requests by a factor of 6. The total number of real user OD-pairs in our experiments is thus 6 × 25,960 (unless stated otherwise). In order to take into consideration the fact that autonomous vehicles need to share the road with private vehicles, which should increase the overall cost of travelling along edges, we introduce a parameter of exogenous traffic (as was done in [36] ). In particular, for a non-dummy edge (i, j) ∈ E, with a flow x ij , we assign the cost c ij x ij + x e ij , where x e ij denotes the exogenous flow. For simplicity, we set this value so that the fraction of x e ij over the capacity κ ij of the edge κ ij is the same, over all edges. That is, we choose a value γ exo 0 and set x e ij /κ ij = γ exo . Unless stated otherwise, γ exo = 0.8, which approximates the scenario of the rush-hour traffic, mentioned above. The underlying road-map G = (V, E) was extracted from an Open Street Map [15] , where |V | = 1352, |E| = 3338.
C. Results
Before proceeding to the experiments we mention that in some results we compare the outcome of our algorithm with an optimal value, denoted by OPT. To obtain it, we run the algorithm, with a corresponding set of parameters, for 10,000 iterations. This provides a good approximation of the real optimum. E.g., for the final iteration of the algorithm, when L = 96 minutes, the relative difference in the real and dummy cost is 1.64 · 10 −7 and 2.91 · 10 −7 , respectively. The terms real and dummy costs correspond to F E and FĒ, respectively.
Validation of the theory. Our first set of experiments is designed to validate the convergence of the approach, and the theory presented in Section V. In summary, we observe that with already small L a solution where a large majority of rebalancing requests are fulfilled is achieved. Moreover, the system cost for the rebalaced system is also very close to the optimal value. Importantly, this is achieved within only 100 iterations of FRANKWOLFE, corresponding to around 15 seconds.
In order to test how the value of L affects the fraction of unbalanced requests δ, as stated in Theorem 1, and the real and dummy costs of solution, i.e., C r := F E (x), C d := FĒ(x), respectively, we experiment with values of L in the range of 3 to 192 minutes (see Figure 3) .
In terms of the fraction of unfulfilled requests δ, as Theorem 1 states, increasing L reduces this value. For instance, when L = 3, δ = 0.109, but already when L = 48 then δ = 0.009, after 100 iterations. It should be noted that a small value of δ is reached only when C d is noticeably larger than C r (see middle and bottom plots in Figure 3 , for comparison).
This implies that our estimation for L suggested in Theorem 1 is quite conservative. From a practical point of view, we recommend iterating over L using binary search until a desired value of δ is achieved.
We now discuss the relation between the magnitude of L and C r . We observe that C r increases with L. This follows from the fact that a smaller δ requires rebalancers to increase the total length of their trips in order to accommodate more requests. Here we can also observe a possible drawback in setting L to be needlessly large, as it takes more iterations to settle on the correct value of C r . This follows from the fact that to obtain a smaller δ requires more iterations.
Lastly, observe that already after approximately 50 iterations, all three values reach a plateau, i.e., increasing the number of iterations only slightly changes the corresponding value. Also note that values of OPT, computed for L = 96, are very close to corresponding values for the same L after only 100 iterations. This indicates that a small number of iterations suffices to reach a near-optimal value, be it δ, C r , or C d .
Scalability. In this set of experiments we demonstrate the scalability of the approach by increasing the total number of OD requests. We use the set of 6×25,960 OD pairs, which was utilized in the above experiments, as a basis, and then multiply this set by 1, 2, 3 and 4. The last case includes 623,040 travel requests. In an attempt to make the four settings similar in terms of the total traffic on the road, we pair each setting with exogenous traffic of γ exo ∈ {0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2}, respectively. Each scenario was executed for 1000 iterations. For the first two plots we chose to show results only for the first 100 iterations, as the change is very minor from this point on. We also omit a plot for the dummy cost as we found it uninformative. The results are presented in Figure 4 .
The rate of convergence and the final result for δ, C r behave similarly for the four settings. However, we note that we expect to see a more significant difference for a more realistic data set, as a bigger data set would have more diverse OD pairs. Nevertheless, we emphasize that our four settings do not yield similar solutions with respect to flow distribution, as the scale of flow affects the cost. In terms of the running time, we mention that it scales proportionally to the number of OD pairs (e.g., x1 is roughly 4 times quicker than x4), and the rate of change with respect to the number of iterations is roughly constant.
Comparison with previous work. Here we demonstrate the benefits of computing a solution to AMOD using the precise formulation of the cost function BPR, as opposed to a piecewise-affine approximation of BPR, or a congestionunaware solution. The piecewise-affine approximation approach was suggested in [36] , where the BPR function is approximated by two affine functions (see more details in Section II). In terms of computation time, our approach yields (15) x2 (29) x3 (53) x4 (60) Fig. 4 . Plots for scalability experiments.
[TOP] A plot of δ, i.e., fraction of unfulfilled rebalancing requests. The left notation in the legend (ix) indicates the used number of copies of the original OD set, whereas the value in brackets denotes δ after iteration 100.
[CENTER] A plot of Cr. The value in brackets denotes the ratio of deviation for Cr between the iterations 100 and 1000.
[BOTTOM] A plot of total running time. The value in brackets denotes the running time after iteration 100.
the results in around 15 seconds, whereas the reported running times of [36] are below 4 minutes for similar hardware. We wish to point out that [36] do not minimize travel time for rebalancing vehicles, and also include walking times in their analysis. The congestion-unaware approach, which was utilized in earlier works (see, e.g., [28] ), generates a solution without considering the effect of congestion of the routed vehicles on the overall cost.
We implemented all three types of solution using our framework, by replacing the precise formulation of the BPR function, where relevant. We wish to clarify that the cost function used on the dummy edges remains BPR, to guarantee rebalancing (see Section V-B), as this does not affect the real solution cost. The computation was done with L = 96. The same applies to OPT which was computed using the full BPR.
We ran the three approaches for varying values of γ exo ∈ [0, 2] (see plots of the comparison in Figure 5 ). As was observed in previous studies, congestion-unaware planning underestimates the real travel cost, which results in plans that divert traffic to overly congested routes. The deviation from OPT increases with exogenous traffic. Already for γ exo = 0.8, the total cost is around 1.3 times OPT. Approximate BPR is much more accurate in this respect. However, it either under-or overestimates the real cost, which yields plans where vehicles are rerouted from low-cost routes to more congested routes. Approximate BPR yields plans whose deviation from OPT is twice as high for the precise BPR, when γ exo ∈ [0, 1.1]; it coincides with our solution for γ exo = 1.2; for larger values of γ exo ∈ [0, 1.1] the deviation becomes more noticeable. For instance, when γ exo = 1.3 it yields a solution of around 1.1 times OPT. In contrast, our approach yields an accurate estimation of OPT for the entire range of γ exo .
VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a computationally-efficient framework to compute the system-optimal operation of a fleet of selfdriving cars providing on-demand mobility in a congestionaware fashion. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first scheme providing high-quality routing solutions for large-scale AMOD fleets within seconds, thus enabling real-time implementations for operational control through receding horizon optimization (to account for new information that is revealed over time) and randomized sampling (to recover integer flows with near-optimality guarantees [32] ). Our approach consists of reducing our problem to a TAP instance, such that an optimal solution achieved for the latter yields an optimal for AMOD. This allows us to leverage modern and highly effective approaches for TAP. We showcased the benefits of our approach in a real-world case-study. The results showed our method outperforming state-of-the-art approaches by at least one order of magnitude in terms of computational time, whilst improving the system performance by up to 20%. This work opens the field for several extensions, and leaves a few open questions. On the side of theory, our immediate goal is to analyze the convergence rate of our approach. There is an abundance of recent results on the theoretical properties of FRANKWOLFE (see, e.g., [20, 30] ), which regained popularity in recent years due to applications in machine learning 1 . However, it is not clear whether these results are applicable to our setting, and what their implications are on the convergence of the real cost F E , rather than F E . We also plan to investigate approaches to obtain a more informative estimation of the constant L (see Theorem 1). On the implementation side, we mention that the performance can be further improved by using customizable contraction hierarchies [12] for pathfinding, and bundling identical OD pairs. We also point out the fact that the ALLORNOTHING routine is embarrassingly parallel, and a significant speedup can be gained from using a multi-core machine. Finally, on the application side, we aim at exploiting the high computational efficiency of the presented approach by implementing it in real-time using receding horizon schemes. To this end, it might be necessary to employ a time-expansion of the road-graph and account for stochastic effects, as it was done in [18, 45] . In addition, it is of interest to extend this framework to capture the interaction with public transit [35] and the power grid [33] , and account for the interaction of self-driving vehicles with the urban infrastructure.
